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1 INTRODUCTION
This study aims to enhance the performance of an application pro-
gram by software auto-tuning. Performance factors of a target pro-
gram are formed into multiple performance parameters. In soft-
ware auto-tuning, it requires a long duration to explore combina-
tional patterns of performance parameters [1]. We have proposed
“DSICE”, the D-Spline within Iterative Collinear Exploration, to
operate the technique of performance parameter tuning. In our
previous studies, the tuning techniques to estimate a combination
of multiple performance parameters are built in ppOpen-AT. We
develop a simple auto-tuning tool “DSICE”, built independently
from ppOpen-AT. DSICE allows to converge in a shorter dura-
tion even if combinational patterns increase exponentially, and es-
timate an appropriate combination [2]. In this study, we imple-
ment and apply DSICE to estimating hyperparameters’ configura-
tion of a machine learning model. The results of our experiment
show DSICE’s efficiency for optimization of a target program.

2 THE AUTO-TUNING TOOL “DSICE”
One-dimensional d-Spline is a discrete approximate function, and
follows some collinear values sampled from total N to estimate the
optimum value for a performance parameter. DSICE iterates direc-
tional exploration and collinear exploration using one-dimensional
d-Spline. DSICE can take an advantage that memory consump-
tion and computational complexity for one-dimensional d-Spline
increase at a rate of O(N ) depending on individual performance
parameters, not their combination [3]. Fig.1 shows the procedure
of DSICE. DSICE automatically sets a promising combination of
performance parameters for a target program, executes the pro-
gram, and evaluates the performance in terms of a given metric.
These steps are iterated until an acceptable combination is found.

3 THE APPLICATION TO MACHINE LEARNING
We have applied DSICE to tuning the hyperparameters’configu-
ration of a CNN model for an object classification problem called
CIFAR10 reported in [4]. The evaluation model and parameters are
based on those in [4]. In this study, DSICE optimizes the metric
considering both of classification accuracy and learning time. The
hyperparameters of CNN tuned in this study are summarized in
Table 1. The total number of configuration patterns is 164,025. The
results of our experiment are shown on Fig.2 where the vertical
axis indicates the metric value minimized by DSICE. It is demon-
strated that DSICE converges within about 130 iterations to sam-
ple metric value, and estimates an appropriate configuration that
reduces metric value to about 0.3.

Fig.2 Transition of estimated optimum value

4 CONCLUSION
We have implemented an auto-tuning tool DSICE to estimate an
appropriate combination of multiple performance parameters for a
target program. As for the estimation of hyperparameters’ config-
uration of machine learning consisting of 164,025 patterns, DSICE
converges within 130 iterations and estimated an appropriate con-
figuration. We will apply DSICE to other performance optimiza-
tion problems in our future work.
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